



















































































、， １ ２ ３ ４ ５ ６ ７ ８ ９ 
x； 0.0017 0.0010 0.0004 0.0013 0.0017 0.0003 0.0005 0.0007 .0 05
1０ 2０ 3０ 4  5０ 6０ 7０ 8０ 9０ 100






















、, １ ２ ３ ４ ５ ６ ７ ８ ９ 
x； 4.3383 6.9158 11.3697 16.8227 22.5452 28.4779 34.5438 40.6478 43.4946 
1０ 2０ 3０ 4０ 5０ 6０ 7０ 8０ 9０ 100 
46.4432 10.1113 4.5709 14.3735 0.0687 8.9961 2.2461 2.4188 5.9951 0.1107 
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It is well-known that the leading digits of powers an, a > 1 is a natural number, are distributed over 
from 1 to 9, the asymptotic distribution is given as follows: 
the leading digit equals to k = 1,2,..., 9 with probability Iog10(fe + 1) - log10 k. 
This is derived from the ergodic theorems, especially from Weyl's theorem on irrational rotations on 
the unit circle S1, applied to log10 a. Since the irrational rotation with log10 a is not mixing but merely 
ergodic, the empirical distributions of leading digits are expected to converge rather rapidly to the above 
asymptotic distribution. 
We have checked the convergence of empirical distributions, using chi square test, up to n = 10,000,000 
and for a = 2,3,..., 9. For all a, other than 7, the empirical distributions converge very quickly to the 
theoretic distribution, however, in case of a = 7, we observed very strange phenomena: 
when n = 1,165,000, the value of chi square test equals to a huge value, 52.6637. When n = 2455000, 
2456000, the value of chi square test decrease down to extraordinally small value, 0.0000. Values of the 
chi square test again go up to a maximal value 17.1317, when n = 3744000. After that, the chi square 
values converge to 0, with waving up and down in a period of about 1,100,000. 
The theoretical explanations to the above phenomena is unknown and an open problem. 
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